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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ??" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL ????" JULY 18 : Homeless people recycle plastics and mannequins, cloths, discarded by stores and commerce in the north of the city, they set up a recycling in the slum of the tide, where they separate plastics from iron, steel, copper, plastic from soft drink bottles, they build their homes with plastics and recyclable materials, more than 40 people living on the streets of the favela have been contaminated by corona virus, they don't use anything to protect themselves, just a few masks !, during this pandemic they continue to work without stop, they receive the values between 10.00 reais to 20 reais a day.Brazil has the sad mark of 541,000 deaths by Covid in the pandemic; average drops moving, but SP does not release the dataThe country registered 541,323 deaths and 19,339,124 cases of coronavirus, according to the balance of the consortium of press vehicles with data from the Health Departments. There are, on average, 1,196 deaths per day from the disease. Fabio Teixeira / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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